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Instruction Manual for
Zomboni 3D Wind Up Puzzles

PARTS

ASSEMBLY

Read through this entire instruction manual 
BEFORE using Zomboni 3D Wind Up 
Puzzles.

Images may vary from actual product

Push rubber wheels all the way
onto the back axles to attach.

Attach the other A piece
to encase the motor. 
Secure the motor by
sliding the wind-up handle
into the long groove, as well
as inserting the second spoke
through a hole in piece A.

Slide piece K onto the front spokes.
Pieces L should attach to the wheel
axles to hold them in place.

All four wheels should be firmly
in place and stable.

Note: Make sure all pieces 
are pressed in all the way 
in order to securely 
interlock and leave room 
for later pieces.

Attach pieces B and X into
one of the larger pieces (A).

Lock pieces C and E into the
front and back, then slide piece
D up from underneath so it fits
snugly next to the motor.

Lock the F pieces onto each side.

Take pieces Q and clip piece R
onto the top protrusions, and piece 
S to the bottom protrusions (Fig.1)
Piece T should attach between
pieces Q.

Join piece V and piece U together.
(Fig.2)

Lock pieces G and H onto
the top.

Attach leg support pieces (J) onto panel I.
Attach panel I onto pieces G + F.

Assemble the zombie body by
securing the head (M) and arms (O) 
to the torso (N), then push the legs (P)
up to lock into torso.
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Attach combined pieces V and U to 
the middle notch of piece T.

Attach zombie
to seat.

Attach seated zombie
to back of machine. Push
assembled zombie down to lock.

Wind motor to race.

For additional instructions and to check out other 
cool models, visit us at 3DWindUp.com! 


